Are you worried

But of course, nuclear power has a problem.
It is SCARY!
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So are we.
Really worried.

...the world needs huge amounts of power
to enable us to live
to remove CO2 from the atmosphere
to correct the pH of the ocreans.

WHERE WILL ALL THAT ENERGY COME FROM?
Renewable energy manufacturers, anti-nuclear lobbyists and the fossil
fuel industry (!) want us to believe that wind and solar power are the
answer. But…
In their lifetimes, wind turbines and photovoltaic solar panels produce
only a few times as much energy as is consumed in building and
maintaining them, so they are incapable of powering our civilisation.
Wind and solar cannot be relied upon to produce power at any particular moment, and national grid-scale batteries to correct that problem
are not feasible, so the electricity grid depends on backup generators
which, in future, can only be nuclear. And it gets worse. Nuclear generation gains no economic or operational benefit by ever running below full power so, once enough nuclear plant has been built to allow
the grid to use wind and solar, there is actually no point in having the
wind or solar!

We have all been made to
fear civil nuclear power by
exaggerated media reports,
confusion with nuclear
weapons, misleading campaigns by vested interests,
wildly inaccurate speculation and, of course, Homer
Simpson.

So, people don't realise that nuclear has
been assessed to be the safest form of
electricity production, bar none. In
fact, far more radiation comes from
mining for manufacture of wind turbines and solar panels or from burning
coal than from all stages of nuclear
power generation combined. It has also
been possible to build nuclear electrical
generation capacity faster than wind
and solar combined have ever been
built. Above all, nuclear is the lowest
producer of greenhouse gas carbon of
any dependable combination of generation technologies. And it actually
works, always!

Without a commitment to nuclear power, we will certainly be unable to
save much or most of the life on Earth from extinction. With it, there may
still be hope. But we need to decide, now, and make sure politicians know
and understand our wishes. Please support nuclear, before it is too late.
To follow our page, search in facebook for:

Only Nuclear Can Save Us

